Enhanced Air Search Functionality

Q.

What exactly is enhanced air search functionality?

A.

The enhanced air functionality is a new online feature which improves the look and feel of
I Travel by creating a more leisure-like experience. (how does it create a more “leisure-like
experience?”

Q.

A.



What are the new Search Types shown on the Begin Search page below?

The Search Type option allows you to search by either Schedule or Price.

With Search by Schedule, you will be able to select the flights you prefer first on the outbound
and then on the return. I Travel will then price your itinerary and offer lower fare options for
your consideration. Remember to book the lowest fare and our corporate preferred carriers
when possible.



If you choose to Search by Price, you will receive both your outbound and return options on
the same page with the price for each complete itinerary. There will be up to 100 options
displayed for your consideration. Simply select the itinerary that works best for you as you
consider costs and our preferred carriers. You will be able to evaluate your options at a

glance and select the most convenient flight, while making the best decision about costs.
You’ll notice it’s similar to what you may have experienced when booking leisure travel.

Q.

What is the benefit of this new shopping feature?

A.

The new air search functionality provides a similar experience to the leisure market. You
can quickly see flights and fares for all airlines in the new fare matrix.

Q.

What is the sort order in the fare matrix?

A.

The sort order for the fare matrix will show the lowest price for the airline shown indicating
whether the qualifying flights are non-stop or have connections. When you click on a price in
the matrix, a list of outbound flights will appear beginning with the flights that can be booked
at the lowest rate- don’t over use the word “fare”. Note the combined fare total is estimated
because fares are based on round trip purchase. The fare matrix is a great tool for quickly
identifying the lowest fares available for your trip and what flights actually qualify for the lower
fare. The word “fare” is over used in this paragraph, as shown above- it is too repetitive, use
a synonym.

Q.

What if multiple airlines are involved in the fare matrix?

A. The sort order for the fare matrix is first by price, then in airline order. If the lower fare is selected
from the matrix under a specific carrier, the flights displayed for the outbound will be for that
carrier. If there is another carrier qualifying for a lower fare on the return, then those carriers
will appear on the list of return flight options.

Q.

Will a higher fare ever be displayed when the return flights are displayed?

A.

Only if one or more flight options shown on the return have fares that are combinable with
the selected outbound flight.

Q.

How is the fare matrix helping to evaluate my lower fare options?

A.

When shopping by price, the matrix will appear at the top of the “Shop By Price Results” page
and shows all the airlines for which low fares are available. You can choose to display one
or all of the carrier options shown or display just the nonstop or connecting flights based on
your specific needs and preferences.

Q.

When the flights are displayed on the Shop by Price results page, what price is being
shown?

A.

The price that appears in the far-right column is based on the roundtrip price. (bolding
just makes the answer to the question easy and fast to find.

Q.

When shopping by price, I do not always see all flights and airlines in the display.
Why?

A.

When you shop by price, you are asking I Travel to provide the lowest 100 fare options that
fit within your time window and the alternate search window required by BYU-I. If you do not
see a particular flight or airline, it is because fares on that flight are higher than the other
fares returned during the initial search.

You can get a list of all flights in a market by re-

searching using the “Search by Schedule” option which can easily be found at the top of the
list of low priced itinerary options. Simply click the link “Search by Schedule” to re-search
your itinerary by schedule and not price.

Q.

Why do I sometimes see the same itinerary twice, with two different prices?

A.

I Travel does multiple searches from two separate discount codes. The prices reflect the
discounts available from both codes, and you should always select the cheaper of the two
options when presented with two prices for the same itinerary.

